Daoepe ELITE4 release notes:

Revision History:

06/14/2019: Rev 1.0.4:
• Measure & Deep Record has new Frequency Plot option that plots frequency changes over time.
• Measure & Deep Record now calculates Deg instead of Deg/ms
• Measure & Deep Record now adjusts Deg as you move cursors after initially set.
• Measure & Deep Record now adjusts Cylinder Marking as you adjust #Cyls and Offset.
• Measure & Deep Record now sets Offset default to 0.00 to avoid confusion.
• Measure & Deep Record now default binary file names to .rec instead of .bin but both still work the same.

01/31/2019: Rev 1.0.3:
• Added ability to change printer from default and to disable header on print outs
• Added ability to remember a zoom location (Zoom Set) and to return to that zoom location (Zoom Back) on Measure screen
• Added ability to load eight channel files created on eSCOPE PRO to Measure Screen
• Added calculator to Measure screen to pop-up Windows Calculator
• Added "RPM" and "deg/ms" indicators that calculate when "Mark Cam Shaft" or "Mark Cylinders" buttons are pressed
• Added option on preferences screen to use thin scope lines

01/09/2018: Rev 1.0.2:
• Tools Menu and Multi-Tool name updates.
• iEA for eSCOPE ELITE4 now installs with eSCOPE ELITE4 installer.

12/22/2017: Rev 1.0.1:
• Added eIGNITION software for ignition signal processing on the eSCOPE ELITE4.
• Added notes about how to use scrollbar in Triggered versus Strip Chart mode.

11/21/2017: Rev 1.0.0:
• Initial release.